
DUTCH ARTIST MARJAN TEEUWEN REBUILDS DESTROYED HOUSE IN GAZA 

DESTROYED HOUSE GAZA, 2016 

A building as sculpture. Large-scale architectural installations in buildings that are demolished are 
central to my work as an artist. Subsequently, autonomous photo pieces are created on the basis of 
these installations. Since 2008 I realized six architectural installations, of which five in The 
Netherlands and one in Russia. 

Recently I realised Destroyed House Gaza (2016) in the Palestinian territories. The installation is 
located in Rafah (Gaza), in a building which has been destroyed by human intervention. When this 
house was hit by a bomb during the 2014 war, all its walls were blown away. I decided to rebuild the 
house and turn it into an independent artistic statement. 

To me, war is complete chaos and order is beauty. By re-arranging the broken pieces of the house 
into a new, meaningful and aesthetical architectural sculpture, I turned chaos into order. Thus, war 
was transformed into its opposite: artistic construction. 

The result is a monumental art work entitled Destroyed House Gaza, in which the forces of 
construction and destruction battle for priority. Floors have been tilted or cave in. Walls have been 
removed partly or entirely. Floors drop straight down, becoming vertical or diagonal planes. 
Stackings (branching out through the building like a virus) cover walls or have been carefully 
arranged into architectural columns. Everything is both standing and tilted. Everything is on edge. 
Despite the raw visual language of chaos, demolition and destruction, the result has a highly abstract, 
minimalist character. Destroyed House Gaza even has a delicate, poetical beauty. For example, I gave 
the house a new, fragile skin of broken pieces, through which the light from outside is softly 
screened. 

Destroyed House Gaza has become both an art work and a contemplative space. Not only for the 
people who suffered and houses have been destroyed, but for all people. 

DESTRUCTION AND CONSTRUCTION 

In my work the constructive force of building and the forces of destruction and decline go hand in 
hand. To me, the polarity of construction – destruction, falling – standing, order – chaos is an 
essential metaphor of the human condition. A diabolic conflict. Dostoyevsky argues that overcoming 
this polarity is beyond human power. Philosophical notes to destruction and reconstruction are of 
interest here. 

All my life I have been highly fascinated by extreme excesses in human history. In fact, my decision to 
work in occupied territory has always been hidden in my work. Working in a building destroyed by 
war thus felt as a necessary new step. In Destroyed House Gaza the forces of destruction and 
construction (chaos and order) are utterly extreme. These forces have been transformed in an 
artistic, abstract language of imagination and beauty. I chose Gaza as the location for my newest 
work because to me, it is the place where this polarity between construction and destruction is the 
most manifest. Destroyed House Gaza thus reveals the extreme power of mankind to destruct the 
world, but also the essential power to rebuilt it. 

ART AND POLITICS 

Working in a politically highly sensitive context such as Gaza means that this social context will 
infiltrate my work in a powerful way. The tension between artistic and political meaning is 
accentuated. My aim is however, to realize an independent art work within the existing framework of 



my own artistic development. Thus, Destroyed House Gaza is intended as a strongly autonomous 
work of art. To me, art can offer a new perspective to this socially and politically troubled region: 
without judgement, without solutions. Instead, art offers a free zone, connected to given reality and 
yet completely independent. Here, I would like to quote the Dutch philosopher and essayist Maarten 
Doorman, from his recent book De navel van Daphne (2015, Prometheus): ‘The characteristic of art is 
precisely the ambivalence, the ambiguity, the imagination, the autonomous position, the openness 
of interpretation, free of social convictions and economic motives.’ 

THE HOUSE AS A PSYCHOLOGICAL SPACE 

Since 2008, I realized six huge architectural installations in abandoned, former houses that were 
going to be demolished: Destroyed House (2008), Destroyed House Krasnoyarsk (2009), Destroyed 
House Piet Mondriaanstraat (2010/2011), Destroyed House Bloemhof (2012), Destroyed House Op 
Noord (2014) en Destroyed House Leiden (2015). These projects have all resulted in series of artistic 
photographs that are collected by museums and private collectors. In Destroyed House Gaza, this 
process was reversed: I have rebuild a house that had been already destroyed. But here also, 
eventually, the only thing that will remain is the documentary and the series of artistic photographs, 
both entitled Destroyed House Gaza. 

Housing is a key theme in my artistic practice. Of course, the concept of the house has a very special 
meaning. Shouldn’t it be a beacon of safety? The Dutch curator Wilma Sütö wrote an essay on my 
work, in which she argues that it is the psychology of the house as the mental inner space that is key 
to my Destroyed House series. It is the subconscious, emotional aspect of architecture that is 
excavated: ‘Rather than a cornerstone or personal place of refuge, the residential home in 
Teeuwen’s work is a treacherous area, comparable to the human mind; rich in places to hide, vistas 
and insights, but also in dark corners and abysses.’ To the people of Gaza, I suppose, it is exactly this 
psychological depth that shapes their experience, while entering Destroyed House Gaza. 

Destroyed House Gaza has been created with financially support of The Mondriaan Fund, (The 
Netherlands). 

Many thanks to The Palestinian Red Crescent Society in Khan Younis (Gaza), who supported the 
project organizationally. 


